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ABSTRACT

Mare than 30 studies of size of economies in the production of local education
services are reviewed in terms of their theoretical basis, methodological approach,
data, results and possible applications. The consistency of the reported results,
suggests with certain qualifications that increased size of elementary and secondary
schools will permit some.limited economies. Economies will also result when more
students are administered by the same school district. Care nuat be taken in apply-
ing these results.because the degree of savings also depends on othet factors, such
as quality of education provided and transportation costs.

Keywords: Economies of size, Economies of scale, Local government, Community
development, Communities, Rural development, Cost functions', Costs,
Education, Schools.
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More than 30 studies have'attempted to measure the relationship between size-of
schools or school districts ind the cost of education. Our conclusion, based on this
research, is that there ate size-ecOnomies for elementary eduaation, secondary educa-
laiii, and school district adminititration. Elementary education may experience econ-omies for relatively small'student populations (perhaps 300 to 600-pupils), secondary
education may expeKience economies into the 1,400 to 1,800 pupa range, and school
district administration will exhibit economies over a greater pupil range.

4
Application of these findings to most cost-questions must be coneidered carefully,and should be on an individual case basis beccuse cost factors other than size are

often changed by the.circumstances. Consolidation, for eXample, will likely change
the quality of education, breadth of curriculum, and transportation requirements.
Conclusions regardinvthe efficacy of consolidation will depend on decisions related

wto these other cost factors as well as size.
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Relationships Betweep Size of Schools and Scliool Districts
,

'amp! the Cot of Education

WdBàrn F. Fox

INTRODUCTION

This report reviewe'the more than 30 studies which have attempted to measure the
importance of size-ecopomies (a system whereby one obtains-the optimum use from funds
available) in the provision, of education, with emphasis k I the theoretical, methodolo-
gical, and empirical l'asis of eaeh.

Ihe purposes are' to: (1) determine the degree to which size-economies in educa-
tion exist; (2) consider the potential applications of size-economies research; (3)
evaluate the theoretical basis of. size-economies literature; (4) examine the appro-
priateness ofthe data sets which have been utilized; and (5) analyze the methodology
applied in size-economies research.

, This report specifically reviews research. on -size-economiesin education, al-
though the findings,of purPoses (2) througk (5) are :f.n many ways applicable to other
research on size-econoies in local governeert.

The findings of this report are useful to technical staffs advising local school
officials. State education authorities, and education policymakers at the national
level, as well as researchers,'aeademicians and others interested in the costs of
providing local education. The paper Is teChnical because the unifying theme is son-
ceptual and the results aro dependent on a full development of the approach to
examiningthe relationship between size of schools and costs of education. Thus,
though the results ate of widespread interest, the body of the monograph is oriented
toward researchers And others'interested in justification of hos' the results are ob-
tained, Substantial apparent conflict in the empirical requite As caused a nAed to
draw the results intoone consistent package.

Education is considered a primary factor in:personal development and ocoemmic
and 'social well=being.' This Is conside-ed true both for the Nation and within'any
given region of the United States (a). Education, through-school facilities and .

organization, has an even broader, role in the quality of life by serving as a center
for many social services and functions, particularly in rural arias (A). .USDA has a
policy coordination role az a result of the Rural Development Act of1,972 and over-

fr,=-17 The author is an Assistant Irofessor in'the Center for Business and Economic
Research, The University,of Tennessee. This manuscript was written While he:was an
economist with the Economics; Stetistics, and Cooperatives Service; U.S. Department
of Agriculture.

2/ Underscored numbers in parentheses refer to items in Literature Cited at the end
of-ihia report.
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riding interest in improving the quality of life tntrural places. This leads to an

important interest of USDA in the pi)vision of adequate local education at reasonable
cost.

Educatiol.'s role in economic and peisonal development Cuts created substantial
local government interest in achieving econo0 and efficiency in the provision of
quality education, For the most part, policymakers believed that oely large schoels
and school systems could offer greater quality and breadth of curriculum at lower'
costs, and they viewed smaller schools as inefficient.

For example, eminent Alducator 'James B. Conant eoncluded in 1967 that "an excel-
lent compreh6nsive high school tan be eeveloped in any school district provided.the
high school enrolls at least 750 stedents and sufficient funds are,avallable. (6)"
So, smaller towns and less-densely populated areas were felt to be the least able to
achieve the school size policymakers tonsidered necessary to provide quality education
a'a reasonanie cost, and school consolidation was seen as the one way to achieve

this goal.

This belief in consolidation has resulted in an astounding decrease in the
number of U.S. schools and school systems. There were 128,000 pubiii school districts
,and 262,000,public elementary and secondary schools in 1930 but fewer than 17,000
'School districts and less than 0,000 elementary and secondary schools in 1975 (13,

47). Total pub,lic school enrollment during 'this period nearly doubled to,total more

-than 45 million (13).

The consolidation movement in rural areas ran best be demogetrated by the reduc-,

tion in one-teacher schools. One-teaeher elementary schools decahed from 149,000 to
juslfrover 1,000 between 1930=and 1975. Several factors, including population redis-
tfitlution, contributed tofhese staitling Changes, but the quest for economy and -

efficiency thTough the development of larger schools and districts was a major deter-
minant.

Economists and other researchers began intensive investigation of the relation-
ship between cost of education and size of schools in the late fifties, after the
consolidation movement was wellunderway. The controversy over Whether consolidation

,resulted in cost savings was the lsey stimulant to development of the size-economies
research. The apparent lack of consistent results has led to stue..ies WhiCh still

,continue.

A
Study of size-economies remelts timely and vital for rural areas because the

consolidatiop wave,has greatly influenced rural Americaia educational structure.
However, a new consolidation thrust is likely to develop in the face of population

redistribution and a shrinking student population.

4

THEORETICAL BASIS FOk SIZE-ECONOMIES RESEARCH:, THE MODEL

Proper analysis of size-economies must begin from a solid theoretical base. Un-

fortunately, most researth has been empirically,-rather than theoretically, orienteil.
Failure to develop a theoretical base toadequately deseribe the behaviOral relatIlin-

sh4ps within Which the local government oparates may lead to incorrect inferences re-

garding whether size-economies do or do not exist.

Often, the economic theory Which serves as a basis for this research is not .
explicitly presented in fhe studies, although most size-economies researCh appear& to
have its theoretical roots In the theory of the firm. But, the analogy between the

'firm as producer and the local 'goverment as producer has ome weaknesses. The mdst

notable difficulty is that local governments (to'the extent they 'represent the people)--

1.
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are both producers and cousumets of servi5ms, and the'supply or cost bellavior of,the
government mu$t therefore be sepatatid from its demand responses in any study of
government provision of services.

Development of Model
,1

The tmplicit theoretical underpinnings of the studies done can be most easily
evaluated by cont'asting the empirical models usid with the appropriate estimation
technique derived( from an explicit model, This section develops a local gow2rnment
behavioral model to establish a system within which the cost-output relationship for
education can be estimated. The local government is seen,.not simply as an institu-
tion, but as an active participant involved jointly with residents in determining
service levels.

The prime motivational goal 4or size-economies research is efficiency. Thus, an
optimization model is adopted !-,..duse it represents an approach in which service
levels are set in order to maximize well-beAng and input usage'is determined to mini-
mize costs, given the ,constraints on local government behavior.

The model developed here describes the relstionship between the chIce of educa-
tion service levels, the unit cost of providing the service level, aed the optimal
choice of inputs for producing the education. 3/ These relationships are presented
,in a demand/supply context Wherein the local cItizenry communicates its demand for
services Aierthe local government. tost minimizing criteria, balanced with bureau-
cratic constaints, provide the basis for setting the local governments' -input usage.

Input.usage and prices are combined with the produotion function to yield theA
unit cost of production for the desired output level. 4/ So, the model peumits
determination of optimal service levels, theinputs to be used in achieving the ser-
vice levels, and the cost of the services.

'Demand

The first step in developing a local government behavioral model is consideration
of the demand for government services. Demand, in an optimization model, is evaluated
4by accepting a specific utility function and then maximizing it subject to the con-
straints to be faced by decisionmakers. 3/ The model's utility function is determined
by.the group controlling the setting of Tocal government service levels, whether this
is all citizens, a subset of citizens, policymakers, or some other group.

The utility function adopted for this teport presumes that voters have the ulti-
mate tontrol over service levels, given the production snd tax costs. The economic
liiirature appears to be dominated by variations ontwo.explanations of how individual

31 Education service levels refer to tNe mix of academiC training, vocational
training, physical education, social skills, and others Oich compose the desired
output of the education system. Difficulttes in quantifying"the outputs of education
are discussed on pages 15-16.
'4/ Input usage describei the choice of the types and quantities of resouices used

in producing the educational outputs. Teachers; books, audio visual equipment,
c1assrooms, and gymnasiums are examples of inputi which are chosen in varying quantt-
tfes. ;

5/ A utility function is a conceptual device for translating consumption of goods
anTiervices by a stoup or 'individual Into levels of well-being.

3
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voter,' preference. for local goverment services are'transAated into actual produc-
tion.

One is the medlan voter approach, in With the aemand for services is conveyed
to government officials by decisive subset of local-citizens. Continuous inter-
actions between the citizens leads to decisions on the optimal leyel of output. This
explanation is appropriate when loctl governments dkn be assumed to operate-in a
Tiebout worldone in Which people choose their location by considering a large'
number of alternative packag2s of goVernment seryice levels and tax prices (49).

PP

The dominant party model is-the other approach. Within this potential explana
tion of utility translation, afrsingle group wins control of decisionmaking through
public elections. This group then sets service and expenditure levels 'according to
its own utility function, Which is influenced by the group's desire to retain power
in the next election.

The median voter model is used here and is appropriate, as most size-economies
studies have,centered on small-to-moderate-size cities. The Tiebout woitld can be
most closely approximated by the use of the median voter model (21).

nitssume, as shown in equation (1), a utility function dependent upon the level of
government services (education) consumed by the median voter (G*) and Abe amount of
privat goods ( Q , j rprivate goods) available td the median orepresentative 'Voter.

The level of education consumed by the median voter (G*) must be distinguished froz1
physical production of services (G) This distinction is important because producers
are likely to see education,in term* of teachers and books, while residents envision
education as.high test scores, babysitting, and improved job prospects.

In equation (Z), D is a vector .of service characteristics which converts produc-
tion units (G) to consumption units (G*) (31). Population (R) is included in defining
G* in order to account for the degree to which local services are pure "SamoelsoTiien"
public goods. 6/ rf 0 the local service is purely public, but if a > 0 some
crowding out uccurs in the consumption of the local services.

(1) 1' * (c* Q )

(2) G* -- N - a

Optimal-provision of G* is determined by maximizing eqUation (1) subjeceto the
budget constraint presented in equation (3). The budget constraint shove that tout
spending for public services (P 0 plus total spending fot prdvate goods (111 Q

G Y

.minus business property taxes paid at a unifdtm rate (0 on industrial and commercial
property (I) minusintergovernmental transfers (z) must equal residential incane (y),
where P stands for the prices of the goods. The incomeconitraint adopted here
assumes tbst intergoVernmental tranfers are exogenous and industrial location is
unresponsive-to tax rate changes.

(3) P
G
G+E Q

j-tI-Z-re0

6/ A pure "Samuelsonian" public got,d exhibits the characteristics that' one person's
consumption of the good does not prevent another person from consuming-the same good
(for example, national defense) end that no person can be xcluded fr.pm conimming AlmL

good .

4



First Order conditions, Which are derived by differentiating equation (I).subject
.to the budget constraint with respect to the choice variables C and'Q can be'solved

. -V .

g . 'tion

. the demand equatitin for education outputs and all j demand equations for private
oda 7/ Demand equations for local services are shown to be a func of the vec-

.

'tior of service conditions, population, price of education, prices of all goods, amount
,Of nonresidential property, intergovernmental:grants, and income (equation (4).) a/
/ .

i
i .(4). G ma G(D,N,1G P

Q1
...P

Alm
'I

'

z4y)
..

,Supply

A production function relates inputs to outputs and a cost function shows the
cost of providing various output levels. Applications of the duality theory to pro-
duction and costs have shown-that under certain maintained.conditions a particular
production function 'implies a given cost function and vice versa. 9/ Therefore, the
supply aspects of the system can be modeled either,in terms ofapianction or cost
'functions (3). A cost function is modeled here as most size-economies studies have
adopted thf; approach. -

Tht,Iproduction function (equation (5)) relates the various inputs to the Rroduc-
tion of 61ucation. For simplicity, assume that educational output is a function of
capital (K), labor (L), pupil inputs (M), service conditions (S), and technology (T).
The local government should attempt to minimize the cost.of,producing each level of
output so.the average cost curve (equation (7)) can be derived by maximizing fhe
production function subject to the cost constraint (equation (6)). PL and P

k
are the

Trice of labor and the price of capital, respectively.

(5) G f (K,L,M,S,T)

(6) PGG PLL PKK

(7) Pc ' Pc(K,L,PK,PL,A,G,,S,T)-

Development of demand and average.cost relationships is not sufficient, howver,
to provide a completely identified system. ihe individuals making productibn deci-
sions are also determining the appropriate use of capital and labor. An additional -.

equation is necessarx for each school input in order to account for the decision rule
involed in selecting the appropriate use of inputs.

7/ G and G.* ate difinitionally related by equation (2) so demand can be quantified
by either. Legitimate arguments.can be made for evaluating demand in terms of either
measure of output. However, as size-economies is a'study of efficiency in production,
we have chosen to measure demand in terms of producer's output.

8/ If this study were focusing on demand for local government setvlces and, ir par-
tilular, the price elasticity of demand, the.tex share should be included as the
price. However, fou.supply-side analysis of.site-economies, average cost is a more

-Useful measure of price.. Of couree, When average cost measdres pride, the.demand
equation must hold constant nonresident revenue sources.
9/ Duality thiory refers to the linear-programming conceOt that if a finite maximum

exists tor'a problem (for example, of-profit maximization), a finite minimum must also-
:- -exist for a converse restatement of the, prciblem lfor exempla, of cost.minimizatioa.-

5



The decision rule tor use of inputs WIll probably relate the desired level -I
inputs to the traditional cost minimization or proftt maximization faetors--lev,4 of
output to be produced, mice of inputt, service conditions, and,tachnorogy applied. -

.:There may, howeveri be certain bureaucratic constraints ehsich Prevents governments
from choosing inputs that operate at minimum costs (3)

'61

Two typical hypothe'ses about bureaucratic behavjor ate: (1) bureaucrats seek-to
maximize the agency budget rather than minimizing costs; and (2) bureaucrats seek to
op:rate with an above7minimum-cost Ataff (37). The first hypothesis pan be at least
partially taken into account by consiraining this year's budget to, at minimum, equal
last year's budget. Inofficient use of staff can be considered in a similar manner
by =king last year's staff a minimum for thii year. Equations (8) and (9) show the
bureaucratic constraints and equations (10) and (11) represent the purchase of inputs.

(8) G G
Gt t Gt-i ,t-1

(9)
t t-1

(10) t L (G L P P ,P
t t t'

t-1
t-1' L

t
.K

t

(11) K K (C .13 G ,P -,M,S1T)
t t- G

t-1
t-1- Kt Lt

Equations (4), (7), (10), and (11) provide a syetem of four equations with four
unknownseducational output, per unit education costs, labor inputs, and capltal
inputs. Interactions between the variables require that the system be estimated
using A Simultaneous equations estimation technique, such as two- or three-stage least
squateS. Solution of this system of eqlittionsoshould provide unbiased and consistent
estimators of the regression coefficients. Then the output coefficient in equation
(7) can be examined to determine Whether size-economies exist.

A

CLASSIFICATPN OF EDUCATION LITERATURE

Size-economies research can be classified into five groups by comparing the
research to the thec:retical framework alteady developed (tee table)

Ad Hoc Expenditure Functions

The first comments on ize-ecOnomies were based on ad hoc expenditure studies.
There6 the multiple equation.system already discusied was reduced to one equation
with average cost as the dependent variable. Typically, average expenditure was used
'as a proxy for average cost and population served for output. sOrdinary least-squares
tegression was used to test size-economies. A number of expendltute studies were'
eMpirically reviewed by Denzau in 1975 (2).

0

However, research of this type provities little information about the cost of
providing services or the relationship betwepLn the costs and the scala of service
provision. Solving the demand and averege cost equations, ((4) and (7)) to one equar.
tion eliminates'either output or average. cost, from a theoretical perspective.
Therefore, without additional theoretical restrictioni en the system, e=penditure
./tudies of this type caennot be identified or quantitative analysis.

Size-econoMies, as'already discussed, refer tovthe relationship between average
costs and level of services provided; it ls a supply-side phenomenon. The mditure
.equation approach, however, does not separate supply and.dsaand affects. iwtsad,
the tegression coefficients of the expenditure equation are a function of str,Htural

6
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Summary of eaucatiqn 5ize7economies researCh

Study
Theoretical

basis Meson-re. of costs f Resets

Schoolle'vel studies:

Cohn (5)

5.

,

....
1/ C- School costs, b 1.1-shaped,average cost curve

. minimuOt 1,675 pupils.

11 I
_ .

Hind (17) 1/ C Separates adminis 6pratiye, intenance displays economies
/

instructional, and main- thro ghout. Other areas demon-
tenance costs. str ted a U-shaped average cost

cu e with a minimmmai 600pupils.
'

Johnsoh (24) .\ 1/ C Current expenditures. p-shaped average cost curve with a
,

/minimum at 1,426 pupils.
/

.

.

Kh,zman (27) , 1/ 4/ p,P Both current snd instruc- l_ U-shaped average cost curve with a

tional costs. / minimum between 1,400 and 1.800
pupils.

4

Katzman (26) li 4 .P toth current and instruc-
.
Finds oseconamiet to instructional

. .

..,2, tional coats. '
)

costs. Find.s economies for reading
and diseconomiti for Latin educe-.

.
. tion production.

il

Riesling (28) 4/ P Current expenditures. / Constatit returns to &gale ate oh--
, tained.
A e. 1 // , t .

King and WalT (30) Simulation Total costs less alminis-, Schtrol gymnasivms are igniOcant
tration. .J contributors to siza-economita.

e
i

Michelson (33) A/ P Size iS goitively'associated'vith .

pupil-teadhei ratios but-may harm
output. i

1/ C Teacher expenditures_ finds:some evidence of laze *coma-
'lest ,

Michelson. Cray, Mill-
steint and Polly (34)

Coburn and Goishi (.38.)

Riew (42)

Sep footnotes at endof table.

4

i

Current and capital

School operating coati,

Minimum average costs for vocation-
al sebools st-408 pupile.

U-shaped average cost serve stth a
minimum at 1 675 pupils.

Contlnu



IL

Study,

tchool-leNvit studicst

kosenberg (4))

Wright and Pine (55)

-District-level studiest

Brown (2)

Dewson (

Debertin (8)

Denzau (9)

Har,on (15)

Hettich (16)

(18.)

Hirsch (19)

Summary of educ Zion size-economies research--Contimed

Theoretical
basis

1/C

1/ C

3/1

1/C

Measure of costs Results

Current expenditures.

Administration, instruc-
tion, and maintenance.

\

Instructional expenditure.

Total costs.

.zructional costs.

Current expenditures':

Current expenditures.

Current expenditures.

1/ C Current expenditures plus
debt service.

1/ C 2'Administration costs.

Tends to find U-shaped average cost
curve,

Schools,under 100 pupil, have high-
er costs. Some evtdence of *Mir.
tional economies.

Slight economies for lties over
10,000 population 'which are focal
points for economic activity.

Economies of size or constant re-
turns for districts with single
schools. Some diseconomies across
all districts.

Economies of site in North Dakota
but not indiana.

No relationship between expendi-
tures and district size,.

U-shaped average cost with r mini-
lum at about 50,000 pOils,

Slight economAes for elementary
schools to 300 pupils anit disecono-
mies above. Economies for second-
ary schools to 600 pupils.

4

No significant economies are found.

U-shaped average cost curve with m
,

inimum at 44.000 pupils.

See footnotes at end of table.
COninued--

1
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Summary of education site-econemies researchContinued

Study

Theoretical
basis Measure of costs Results

District-level studies:

Holland and Baritelle
(20)

Riesling (29)

Niskanen and Levy
(36)

Osborn (39)

Sabulso and Hickrod (44)

St. Louis and McNamara
(48)

Shapiro (45)

Wales (51)

White and Tweeten (54)

white and Tweeten (53)

`

Simulation

4/ P

4/ p

1/C

1/ 4/ CcP

1/C,

Total comts.

Current expenditures.

Current expenditures.

Current expenditures.

Current expenditures.

Total expenditures.

Total expenditures net of
debt service and contribu-
tions to building and loan
fund.;

Separates salaries, operating
coots, and administrative
costs.

,

Administration, maintenance,
and buildings cost; equipment
and transportation are Analyzed

separately.,

Administration, capital in-
struction, maintenance, and
traisportati9n are analyzed

- separately.. 1

Could save approximately 1 percent
of costs through consolidation.

Constant returns to scale are

found.

Some evidence of diseconomies is

found.

,U-shaped average cost curve with a
minimum at 2,244 pupils.

U-mhaped average cost curve is

found.

U-shaped average cost curve with a
minimum at 51,000 pupils.

Finds size-economies.

Size-economies are indicated for

each cost component. Examines

economies at the school level for
teacher costs.

U-shaped Average cost curve with
shape dependent on the desired
quality of the program:

Including transportation costs
finds U-shaped average cost with a

minimum at 675 pupils.

See footnotes at end of table,

.7_17
4 :11/.

Continued--
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Summary of education size-economies research--Continued

Study
Theoretical

basis
;

Measure of costs Results

CountY-level studies:

))erkinson (40)

Ricker and Tyner (41)

State-level studies:

Hambor, Pfiillips, and
Votey (14)

Velch (52)

+MEMO

1/ C

3/

Examines re-
turns to ed-
ucation.

Total costs.

Inschool costs excluding
transportation and capital
improvements.

Teacher salaries.

Total current expenditures.

Little association
capita expenditure
size.

Size-economies ate
creasieg rate.

betveen per
and population

found at * de-

Slight, though insignificant, size-
economies.

Size-economies are found.

Not applicable.

1/ C e cost approach is used.

2/ It expenditure determinants approach is used.

3/-1 identified model is adoptid.

4/ P production function approach- is used.. 'f
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cGefficients from both the demand and supply equations.. The shorccomings of this
approach make it unusable for size-economies research; therefore, the numerous even.
diture studies are Ain analysed'hare,

WV

Cost Functions,

The most common approach to testing for size-economies concentrates.on single-
equation estimates of tverage cost functions (equation (7)). oTwenty4our of the 35
studies reviewed are cost studies with examples being the work of Cohn, Katzman,
'new, and White and Tweeten (4, 27, 42, 53). Researchers applying the cost function
approach realized that only supply factors shOuld enter into the equation used to
analyze size-econbmies 10/. But, instead of identifying a separate demand equation,
these studies generally ignore the demand side of the market. Also, the'simultaneods
choice of inputs and. desired outputs by school,boards is overlooked. These omissions
create a simultaneous bias for the cost studies.

Production Functions

Supply, as noted, may be analyzed either in terms of 'an average cost function or
a production function. A production function has the same form as an average cost
function except that inputprices do not enter the equatioit, and it is more difficult
to implement and has been used only by Kiesling, Michelson, and Katzman (26, 27, 28,
29, 33, 34).

1,1=1E1=M

There are inherent weaknesses in using the production function approach to teC
,

tor size-economies in education. Production function is the rigidly defined relation-
ship between factors of production (inputs) and units of outputs. Because of diffi-,
^cAlaties In accounting for technology, managerial skill, and human capital, input/
output relatioA6hips are difficult to empiricallysdescribe for production of physical
outputs in private markets and have frequently been bandied improperly (24). Produc-
tion functions are especially difficult to use forservices, such as education,

, because the relationshi0 between inputs and outputs has net been Clearly defined in
conceptual terms.

Conceptual and empirical difficulties in ivantifying potential aize,-economies
have also arisen because researChers have typically examined the relationship between.
'quantity and quality.(forexample, number of students and tept scorea), not between
quantity and scale of operations. Lackof information on size-of production p1atit.,
has made empirical measures of'ecale hard to find. Finelly, estiMation of a produc-
tion funttion requires good proxies for inputs and outputs, something difficult to
obtain. 0

Production function estimate, also fail to account for the simultaneous -iboice
of inputs and outputs by the echool'dietrict. Furthermore, 'the criteria uaed-for
choosing input usage must be included in the analysis, as noted,in the theoretical
section. Thisusuallrhas not been done in research using the productiOn function
approach; therefore, production function estimates also auffeeicom a simultaneous
equation bias.
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in/ Occasionally a demand-related variable was included in a cost curie evation.
-111onethelesp, we blassiflad the aoJel a* a coat curve when tte intent was clearly to

A cost curve. .
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Derived Expenditure Esuations

Derived expenditure equations provided some of tee first conceptual innovations
to the study of local government behavior because they attempted-to develop an
estimatable model which considers bolh sepply and demand (1). -However, this research,

'though having a strong theoretical basis, was unable to separately identify the
supply and demand.elements. Those doing this type of research usually assume size-
economies to beunimportant, allowing the empirical results to be intcrpreted as
demand estimates. Therefore, thia body of literature is not oriented towards size-
economies research and, is excluded from further consideration here.

Identified Models

Each of the already mentioned mouels hes theoretical or econometric problems trl'`
its general approach. Expenditure studies fail to isolate demand Amid supply elements.
The supply side must be considered and analyzed separately when Obtaining information
on fhe relationship between costs of producing education and size of the production.

Single-equation estimation techniques for cost stud.ea are lumpy used to
relate supply costs to the level of output. However, output Is deteTmined within a
supply and demand framework and cost studies typically igifore the demand element.
Unbiased estimates of-the regression coefficients cannot be estimated in this case
because output would be correlated,vith the error term.

Production.function techniques also may suffer from simultaneous equations bias.
This results because the level of input usage is usually determined by the indiAduals
responsible for setting production levels and the input combinations are oot neces-
sarily cost minimizing.

identified models represent the final Oproacht and this category includes re-
search that seeks to, estimate a system, such as the four-equation theoretical model
already discussed. Only two studies are reviewed which seek to develop end estimate
a theoretically sound model, that isolates demand and supply (2., 14)-. Neither study
is completely identified but each represents an imperfent step in developing sound
theoretical analysis. , Identified models are preferable to any of the other four
approaches beCause with proper estliation techniquAs they lead to unbiased coefficient
estimation wherein the interactions between demand, supply, and input choices are
taken into account.

-1

'EMPIRICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

Knowledge of the'issues pertaining to estimation-,sdata, and methodology is needed
because these issues iiertain to the studies examined here. The unit of analysis is,
considered first, Chen output and input measures, and other data isques.

74'

Unit of Analzsis

The ,two most popular 'units of analysis in size-econosies researth are the edhool
and the school district; Eighteen of the studies analyzed us'ed the school district
as ihe unit of analysis'and 13 used, the school. Also, two studies used counties and
two used States' (see table).

The appropriate unit analysis depends on the questions being asked and on the
desired application-of the results. ptential *enemies ftom-spreading district y

-----,'-,-edeinistration 'expanses over nore- studentsvmust te analysed at the school' district'

.
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level. But, such a line of inquiry must also tonsidei cost interactions between the
numbet of schools and the numb.tr of students. Administrative cOsts are different
When more students are educated in the same buildings than when More atudents are
educated by adding more occupied buildings to the school district.

IN

Presumably, administrative costs rise with the number of schools When student
populations per district are held constant. The e,7Onomies from administering more
students will probably depend on how many schools are used to house them, yet the
appropriate unit of analysis would be the entire district. '

Correspondingly, school-level costs wodld be most appropriately evaluated with
school-level -data. That is, the costs and outputs of each building should be eval-
uated separately in order to examine the economies from'ehared buildings and equipment
and from larger pupil-tekcher ratios. ,Hoyever, because of different equipment needs
and course offerings,'elementary.and pecondary sehools must be considered in separate
analyses. One should seek to examine ell costssassociated with the individual school
-unit, including capital, labor, and administrative costs, for research related to
school-level costs.

Data limitations freqdently require researehers to examine sChoo14evel costs
using aggregate district-level expenditures and pupils. Thus, Several factors must
he considered for these results to be meaningful.

First, elementary education and secondary education are characterized by differ-
ent cost functions and different output vectors. Therefore, productive evaluation of
school costs using district-level data becomes more domptex because districts are
composed of various combinations of elonentary and secondary schools. The multi-
product nature of the school district must be taken into account.

Second, more than one school requiree consideration of the mditischool character-,
.istics of production as most economies are probably associated with school site.
Finally, from a data perspective, good surrogates for outputs and inputs in the pro-5
duction process are re're difficult to develop for the school district as a whole than
for a single schoOl--

researcnurs have sought to account for the different cost conditions .

'associated with elementary and secondary schools. Hirsch, in
tags of students in secondary schools as an output index, but
allow for the different marginal costs entailed in elementary

The method also failed to consider the number of schools prcducing the education
Aind examined costs along an output ray-Where the proportion of elementary and second,
ary students is held Constant. 11/ This may lead,to the economiei from one level of
education'being offset by diseconomies from another level of education.

,=

The ipproaCh uswd by liettiah In 1968 used separate scale measures for the average
number of students,in eaCh district enrolled in elementary and secondary schoOls
(16. Here, t)eNpercentage of pupils enrelled'in.secondary sahools was included as
an output ,proxy. 'Several assumptions are implicit in the scale proxies. The die-

.,tticts are seamed tb,choose optimal mita plants so_thet enrollnent measures school
capacity and the school are assumed to be equally subscribed. School districts are
*soused to divide student at each level into like size unite; very different costs

1960, used the percen-
this method-does not
and secondary Schools

t '

11

An- output ray-deecribei syeryN1ve1 of educatiOn output for which the output
vmponints are held proportionately coastal*.
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could be associated with two districts mhich-have the mime number of pupils if one
district has a large and a small school and the other district has two schools of the
same site.

This approach, given the implicit assumptI6ue, may be appropriate for analyzing
school ccsts, though the use of district costs and the unavailabilitY of a good
output index will probably bias the estimated coefficients. The Hettich results are
not uieful, however, for many questions relate° to consolidation (16). The study,
for example, does not examine the impact on cost of incree,Ing the number of schools,
nor does it examine whether there are economies to producing elementary and secondary
education under the same administrative unit.

1 A.

OtAer district level studies have avoided the complexities introduced by the
tombining-of a district's secondary and elementary schools by examining only the
secondary schools (7, 29). However, 41ementary-level expenditures may still be mil!ed
with secondary expenditures in the cost proxy.

The production relationship itself may be blaied because elemertary education is
not only an output of the educational'process, but it is an input to secondary educa-
tion. The interrelationship between these stages of production uust be modeled.
Also, examining the secondary schools in a district dOes,not overcome the problem of
accounting for multiple schools producing 'education. Dawson, in addition to his
results for all districts, estimated cost functions using districts with only one
highschool (7). He found economies or constant returns Shen districts with one
-school were aTIlayeedbut the average cost curve had an inverted "v" or lazy "s"
shape for all districts. Clearly, the cost relationships for multiscrool districts
appear to be' distorted.

Other studies using district level data do not explicitly examine the/multipro-
duct nature of elementary and setondary educ.ation. They also fail to account for
those situations in ehich education.is produced in several different schools. There-
fore, the conclusions regarding school costs derived from district leiel studide must
be viewed cautiously. The district is a more appropriate unit of analysis for
examinirg economies from administering more students or more schools, Slthough the
interactior between scho61 costs and district administrativecosts should ilso be

,1-1. examined at the district level.'

Most research relying on the district as the unit of4nelysis uses current or
instructional'expenditures as the cost measure and so seeks to examine,School costs.'
The district, as notedi.is the appropriate unit of analysis for general administrative
costs. Only four of'the district-level studies reviewed here separately analyze
administrative costs, although-some researchers examining administrative,expinies may
have inapproprfately included school-level administratior costs (19, 51, 53, 54).

-0 -

Each stUdy of administrative expenses finds economies associate:LA/1th district
'lie. Not surprisiney, research which exaiines current or iestructieell costs
licross districts 'has had mixed resulti because administrative coets are eithei includ-
ed with'ell other coets or ire omitted andbecause any acodoeies'aseociated with the
.number ot pupils or school Size could be combined, leading to a.diluted result.

Further disaggregation.of the analysis unit into programs-or. curricula within a
-school has also been suggtested (5, 7). Dawson disaggregated Ceste.by academic program
within' school districts in 1972 add different cost relitionships were aund for each,
program (6)

i 'Analysis, ta the extent that economies differ between types of irograms, as was
Deeson, ie still-needed.to determine the viability-of offering different

ilL.-rlr'tutrictili withiiihe same school ss Well AO the-savings associste4with jacreesing,I, . P
g-''-v '.--,- -fiL". h
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the sive of the school. Icolpmies resulting from an increase in the size of a school
will then depend on the curriculum Aix associated with the increase if the economies
differ by program.

Counfy and state data, although infrequently used to study education costsw'rep-
resent larger political units than those usually responsible for providing educttion,
and research based on Chem wouldorepresent aggregations of a variety of actual service
units. Thus, it appears that little*couid be learned about size-economies from such
aggregated data.

Output Measures

'No components comprise educational output: quantity and quality. .Total output
can be Obtained'by multiplying,the quantity of output units times the quality per
unit of output. Two problems,arise ifi defining quantityiand quality. First, there
.is no general agreement on 'what, constitutes a unit of,Auantity or quality of educ'a-
tion. Second, a single measure of educational output'is probably .not pessible, as
educators have many goals. Levin, in 1974, included as educational goals cognitive
learning, inculcation of attitudes and values, and reproduction of_the social rela-
tions of production -(32). Thus, the output measures adopted in the size-economies
literature are surrogates at hest.

The number of students measured by enrollment or average daily attendance has
been the most commonly used output measure (26, 42). Average daily attendance has
been used as a surrogate for number of.students educted, Ohne enrollment has been
taken as a prozYlor size of schoel building (16).

Stuslent number is a poor output sdrrogate, however, to the extenethat education .

has-public goods characteristics. The number of students also does not provide
t 'information or the qualitypof education, but, as most questions-related to size are

concerned -with the potential cost savings associated with educating different numbers
of pupits, it can serve as an adequate quantity measure.

leaningful analysis requires education quality to be held constant in estimations
using student,numbeeas an output proii, although in practice this has,not always
been done. Achievement test scores are the output quality proxy generally used (53).
However, ability to perform will on standardized tests Is Only one of many educational
quality aspects and this is usually not Closely related to additional education
expenditures; Other quality factors must also be held constant'in the estimation.
Levin concludes: "...it is obvious that statistical estimates among existing-schools
that consider only'the aehievement score outcomes of students will not give'us esti-
mates of theproduction frontier..."(32).

)4,

An alternative approaCh has been.to use inputs as surrogates for output quality
(18). The input eOproach is advantageous because it avoids not only some pf the out-
'put mmasurement.problems burgile6 the multidilensional notuie of-output quality. 'The
kef disadvantage is that reseachers do:not fully understand the InOut/output relation-..

stt p, so'inputs mAy be a poor surrogate for output quality.'

Tast_scores are another output surrogate tAihich has been used as the sole output
,measure in the production funition analyses (29, 33)' : However, test 'spores ate a
poor 'arrogate to the extent thet schools are trying to produce outputiother than''
academic learning.

Welch, though not seeking to examine ,size-ecOnomies in themselves, used his anal-
,yets-of-sducational'returns aaroie-45-States to cement on.poten4al scOnapies

Izpctsd gross'return (ineal.) was the output measuraadopted end seconds:TY schoit
0
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size the scale surrogate use4 to examine economies. The inherent weakness in this
approach is that it assumes r.e only objective of education is to increase income-
earning abilities.

Input Measures

Factor inputs (equations (5),and (7)) are necessiFy elements in both the produc-
tion and average cost equation. Inputs should include the studenCinputs, native

, intelligence and etfort, and the school inputs, labor and capital. One study also
_argues that-the student's home environment should be considered as another input

UnOortunately, qualified data are frequently unavailable on mosefacets of the
quitntity and quality of these inputs, causing researchers to omit or.inadequatelf
account for them. Capital and student input data.are most frequently ignored.

School-provided inputs have been measured either by expenditures or by explicit
quantities or qualities of labor and capital-inputs (29). One difficulty ill using
expenditUres as a surrogate for all inputs is that production functions may vary
according to the gpulation density of the area served by a school and other factors.
Less densely papulated Areas, for example, may have more capital in Cie form of
smaller and more numerous buildings, a factor which can be substituted for transPort7
ing students greater distances. Therefore, expenditures Which vary because of
different production techniques do not necessarily signal any variation in output.

Production-functicri differences aside, if inputs were hired in order to minimise
'.costs and 7elaive input prices were the same in each location, expenditures would be
an adequate input measure. However, inputs.are unlikely to be hired so as to minimize
costs. Also, relative input prices will vary according to such factors so union
pressures and Cost of livinf. Thus, school expenditurei are likely to 'be poor
surrogate for actual inputs.

Labor inputs are included in most size-economies studies. Measures of the quail-
tity of labor usually include the pupil-teacher ratio and number of auxiliary person-
nel (16, 54). Many studies have also used teacher quality measures, such as teacher
salary (Hind), teacher education (Michelson), and teacher experience (Xatzman) as
proxies for labor quality (17, 34, 26).

A number of labor input proxies are signifiCant'factors in cost or production
equations, Nonetheless, theyelationehip of labor inputs'to educational output is
not settled. Sher and Tompkins conclude, "educational reseirch has failed to identify
a single resource or practice WhiCh is consistently effective in bolstering achieve-
ments" (47).

Spreading "capital costs over more unit's iv often considered a major source of
school eponomies. Therefore, to the extent that capital is an important input in
educatilnelproduction, it should be included in-the average cost and production -
functions. Yet, one of the important data shortcomings,of sire-economiei literature
haelasen its general inattention to capital inouts. "-, Most of the studies reviewed
ignore capital, though two measures oecapitil (other'than expenditures) are found In
the studies: , square feet of building space and building value (25, 4, 16, W.

King and Well illustrated the importance of capital by, using snginesting data to
ahoy that,gyinasiums can be significant contributors to economies of size* high
schools (30). The per pup41 construction costs of., gymnasiums viere shown to=lfall by
nearly 50 percent and per pupil,yearly operating costs by move than 20 percent, as

-.student populations increase'from 400 to 2,200.
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3.

Failure to incinde capital in'the regressio'n equation (When it is important to
educational output and costs), causes a specification error In the estimated equation.
resulting in two problems. First, the regression coefficiente-on ani variables
cotrelated with capital inputs are biased. Second, the error variances are biased
upwards causing the test for signifiCant size-economies to be too strict (25).

Students, as well as schools, are important elements in,the educational produc-
tion process. Student inputs refer to fhe education-related characteristics of
students and their families that ate incorporated into the educational process.
Students contribute their initial academic ability, Which has generally been IQ
measured, along with their attitudes and willingness to work (36, 2). Family atti-
tudes and encourskement are other student-input factors (53).

Costs sS

Most school-level studies use current or instructional expenditures to determine
average per pupil(costs. The reasons art straightforward. Capital expenditures
occur too,infrequently to adequately measure actual yearly capital costs and data on
depreciation or building value are sometimes not available.

Akshortrun'cost curve can be estimated if variable costs are the dependent vari-
able and all importanCinputs are enteredsin the cost function (including level of
capital inputs). :Correctly-specified cost functions (using current expenditures AS a
measure of variable costs) can be usda,so estimate shortrun average cost curves to
the extent that current costs reflect yariable tosfs. However, shortrun average cost
curves fail to providd information on the optimal use of capital aver time and on the
economies associated with capital inputs.

Longrun average.cost curves, however, require total costs (labor and capital) as
the measure of costs and require labor and capital inputs as explanatory variables.
Therefore, as non: of the school-level regression studies explicitly included capital
consumed In the qr measure, the estimates to date, can be useful for evaluation of
efficiency in fhe of labor but not in the use of buildings and equipment.,

The use of expenditure data as a'cost proxy,- Which has been7the common practice,
has several difficulties. True costs, such'as for buildings, are frequently unavail-
able and expenditures are.infrequent, so this component is frequently omitted. Also,
there may be expenditures,for items which are not Consumed in the study time period,
to expenditures ard likely to fluctuate around coats. .

A serious difficulty can also result because expenditure levels are determined
in a political arena. Therefore, the expenditure levels in.a district, or between
schocils,in the district, are not likely to be cost-mrinimizing or consistent across
:the district. Thus: an intradistrict analysis based on expenditures would be most
susceptible to differences in expenditures based on political motivations. This
proglem can be overcome most effectively by estimating a,cost curve Which holds
inputs and quality and quantity of output constant.

:RESULTS OF SIZE-ECONOMIES'AESEARCH s

Per pupil school costs appear to be characterized by a U-shaped average colt
curve,, Katzman's studies were the only setool-level research Which showed evidence
of diseconomies thioughout the estimated range (26, 27). -His cost curve analysis
found a positive correlation between costs and capacity utilization Which led him to°
conCluds that either quality consistently rises with :Capacity utilisation or disecono
Mies exist througpout the range. However, he Obtained mixed results When examining

17
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education 1 production functionn. Katzman, using .._ae same_data set iii-anelysis of
the sir. aed capacity,versus cost relationship, finds economies of size (27)i Sa,,,,

, .......

Katemen s results de not point to e definitive result.
,

.
Certain ochool-level research concludes that some econoLies do exist (ape table).

Researdhers,' however, would not agree.on the degree of economies becatise thetmeasures
of costs and size and the type of schools analyzed differ widely. Nonetheless, it
may be noted that in each case Where "optimum" (minimum cost) size schools are foued
to he relatively small, the anaiysis.is.based on Small or rural schools (17, 38; 55).
,S00 the size range analyzed is generally.restricted. Also, the Hind and Katrman
studies are of elementary schools Where any economies are likely to be smaller (17,
26, 27).

Other research where "optimum" sizes, were indicated is based'on urbap or mixed
high school data (27). Each study employing urban or mixed data finds minimum per
pupil costs for.high schools to be,in the 1,400 to 1,800 pupil,range. The distilct-
level study best'able to provide information on school costs also founcreconomies,
although over a smaller range (16). Essentially'allsof the stUdies suggest that
diseconomies will occur for large size schools, so the average COSt curve remains U-
shaped.

Wales took exception to the finding of a U-shaped average cost curve for teacher
costs (51). He found significant coefficients for the equation by uiing a Aectanguler
hyperbola form. However, by dividing the sample into five clses sizes and estimating
a cost/size relationship for each class, he demoestrated that costs decline at'a
decreasing.rate. Weles claimed that the continuouslio declining average cost curve
best reflects teacher'costs until increased pupil-tAacher ratios are not adVantageous.
At this point the cost curve becomes horizontal.

These studies, as already noted, usually ignbre the costs associated with build
ings. Yet the King and Wall study demons.trated that fhe constrtion and operating
costs of school gymnasiums are a source of sizeeconomies (3M 711,--efore, the

school cost studies. robatay tend to understate the available

Three district-level studies analyze administration costs indvIdua11i. However, .

these administration costs may include .some associated mith the school,' al well as- ,

with the d/strict operation. Hirsch, Weleé, and White and Tweeten all feund economies,
aseociated with school district administration, although their studies examined only
the relationship between the numbers of pupils and costs; the relationship between,
the nUmber of schools, and costs was not evaluated (19, 51, 53, 54).

district-level studies, ,tial based on teacher, current.or totl
mixed results. Ordinarill, economies or constant rettirns are'
one study suggested decreasing returns as .the site of the district

The remaining
expenditures, have
reported, although
increases (36).

-Schocil districtsbare comeoied of different mixes of primary ind secondary
students. and: Khools and different size schools. Therefore, district-level studies
of echool expenditures are'difficult'to interpret unless all districts analyzed are ,

unit (one school) districts, because.economiee wdll vary with the eize and type of
.all district echools.

We find fhat size-economies are available at botIrthe school. and the district ad-
ministration level; base4 on the studies Which utilize appropriate Units'Of analysis.
This conclusion must be qual,ified, however. One qualification is that'the interaction
betwien school costs and district administrative costs has not been analyzed.- Pre-
sumibly;' distritt. coots 'aro related not Only 'to .disirict size but else,: to the Aumber

:61-achoo1e: Available' economies uey be reduced or increased by'thiciatereiction:.

1.
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Ssicond,ihe theoreticel miderpinningi of neSrly all of the

Aiaalvdeficptnt atesoesk may suffer from .data difficulties. As a
direction.,4 thp results la clear, there are weaknesses in each

, doubts about the exact .içt of any econoeies:

4.

4+4

inierpretable,studies
result, though the
study which raise

Finally, que.tj1 alise regarding the tmpact of ichool size on the quality of
education. Jane and Levin concluded, "Thus, all of the studies that have trie4 to
relate school or school district size toeducation outcomes have found either no
rklationship or a'Aegstive one between student enzollMents and the level of education
outcome",(E).,

. ,

-They &Omit that,there azeAuestionable aspects of every study they considered,
so the resolts are not conclusive. The studies uaually find that.quality (test
scores).dlminishes with increased quantity (student enrollmentii) when all,resources
are- 'held,Clinstant, but this does not mean that quality declines with larger schools.
Quantity and quallty,are the two components of output and they cennot be increased
with fixed inputs unlesS :they are complementary, in production.

The releVant question for analysis ia Whether quality declines inlarger schools
Wheo per pupil resources pre held constant. Or alternatively, do the per pupil
rviourcta necessary to educate On additional student decline with school size When
quality is held constant? A numbez of studiea have-tried io hold quality ccmstant
ind economies were found (4,,42). Yet, the cognitive learning measure of quality
used ip these stu4les may not measure all types of quality. So, whether economal
exist with quality held constAnt,is still uncertain.

APPLICATION OF SIZE-ECONOMIES RESEARCH

The studies show that size-economies are available for schools and school dis-
Arleta. However, ai the average cost curve appears to be ti-shaped, diseconomies
result for larger sizes.

6

. The policy implications of this analysis rest on the issues to Which these con-
Cluilons might be applied: (1) Should schooli'or school districts be consolidated?
(2) What happens'to education expenditures as. populations grow or decline? and (3)
What happens to costs if services are inireased for tl4 existing population? site-,

*pommies results, ,for the most part, are insufficient to answer these questions.

. School oi school district consolidation remains the most common problem to Which
size-eeodemies reseerch has been applied, However, Size-economies research is insuf-
-ficient to reveal all of the benefits and costs associated withconsolidation. One
reason isbthat the requirement of size-economies_ in the range of censolidated output
.f.s too strenuous a test for cost-savings derived from consolidation. For xample,
consolidations can be cost-saving even4if a high-cost small school is consolidated
with e'loWer cost school Producing in i constant-cost range. However, knowledge of
the etotational cost curves provided by size-economies research I. usually insuffi-
cient to determlne,the actual cost shvinga-derived from consolidation (10).,

:=4r:'"

Second, size-iconomies research prIsumes that other costs do not change with
size, even though poneolidation means.that the,geographic area from which, studarts
arc-drawn intreases. ' A wider Srea serve4 ordinarily increases transportation ccpensei
(ateletet for the students and thiir parents). That other costs rise with sizt is
eot.new; Cohn, fot eitample, oFsetved that higher related costs may prevent consolida-
.tions fres being cost-living (4).

The interaction between potentially tower school costs and the higher. transporti;-
,tion costs entailed when tudnts are.placed in the most "effiCient" site schnot has

4,
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.recently been investigated. Holland and Baritelle examinedthe least-cost pattern of
allocating students across the nine school districts in Lincoln County, Washington
,(20). They concluded (becaase of the large traospottation costa involved),that thi
savings from consoliiation would be only approximately 1.3 percent of vital. costs,
clearly not a major savings. They'further argued that-ii no value had been 'placed on

thildrees time, their estimate Is an ppper limit. This finding, using a,case,study
approach, is probably applicable only'to sparsely populated areas, as Lincoln County
has a population density nf 4.08 per square mile and fewer than 10,000 residents. .

White and Tweeten have examined optimal school district size for vari9us student
densities (54). They found that the minimum cost-size district:ranges from 300
pupils for a lowl-d6nsity district to 1,075 pupils for a high-density district. 'The

findings z. t,lest that,the 'more spaftely populated areas are leas likely to gain from

consondati-:1 than the more densely populated areas.

The least-Cost size-School may also deRend upon Whether new buildings will be
constructed or shether students will be redistribuvld among existing schools; When

schoOl buildings are present, the potential operating cost-savings from redistributing
students to more optimal size schools may be offset by the increased capital costs of

, building new schools or by increased transportation costs. If nlew schools are added

or if there are alternatives for existing buildings, all of the costs are varibl'le

and a more optimal size ,. facility can be constructed.

The impact of consolidation on quality of life and education must also be con-

sidered. Consolidation frequently means the elimination of some neighbt34hood schools
and a loss of the school's community identity Which may hav adverse effects on

community lite (47). Also, the relationship between school size and educational

quality has not been determined conclusively. The larger school can frequently offer

a greater range of opportunity, While reducing each atudent's chance to participate.

Research on this issue is likely to c,potinue for some

Size-economies research must be used cautiously When determining what happens to
education apenditures as populations grow or decline, because expenditures tend to
respond to population shifts only after a time, lag (11). Therefore, size-economies
researCh probably uoderstates the initial changes in per pupil expenditures Which
result when population grows in areas still able to obtain decreasing coats or when

, -
population,declines in,areas experienOng increasing costs.

Initial changes in per pupil expenditures are overstated in those (population
growth) areas'experiencing increasing costs, and in those areas with declining popula-

tion..Who are experiencing decreasing costs. This is, however, only a short-term
problem, as expenditures eventually adjust to the expecte& level.

*Size-economies research is also inappropriate for explaining expenditure re-
* -

sponses,to popul,ation change because it deals only with the sUpply or cost aide 3f

the market. Populaiion adjustments affect local income levels, as well as that group

identifiecr.aa the median voter. This means that demand for education (probably ex=
pressed as a different quality for 04 same quanb'9y).1.8 likely, to increase or de-

crease, causing 6xpenditure changes Which would not l!e predicted by size-economies "

/ research.

increasing services for existing populations would mean iricreasing a school's

quigity for a given number of,pupils. Usually, size-economies research does not pro-

vide information on costs associated with increasing %Unity beause economies are

examined in terms of quantity.

White and Tweeten, who examined_average c curves for threedifferent quality
levels using type bf cotTees offered as the quJity surrogate; found that myerage
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cost curves vary with quality such that the minimum cost occurs at 550 pupils fothe,
miniium program and at 900 pupils for the desirable program (54).. If we accept their
quality surrogate, averege costs are observed to decline ever a larger quantity tange
for high-quality rather than for low-quality education.

coNctuiums

Certain economies to seem to be associated with large-seale education. The re-
.sults must be considered separately, however, because the econom&es associated With e

eecondary schools, primary schools, and school districts arise from different sources
ierid must-be evaluated with different'units of analysis, The minimum fligh school
Cost-size appears to fall in the 1,400 to 1,800 pupil range in 'densely populated
areas, although the optimal size varigs'ulth a number of cost factors, including
population density.

Economies also appear it elementary schools, although over a, much smaller pupil
tange. Again, the -degree of economies varies with many things other,than cle size of
the school. Finally, evidence supports the existence of economies in the provision
af district-level administrative services. Savings can accrue from grouping mot%
pupils under the same atministrative district. These tesults indicate filet small .

towns and less densely populated areas are likely:to experience higher costs for
providing the same quality of education than are medium size areas.

The extent and availability of size-economies in education is not a settled
Theoretical,, methodological, and data problems qualify all the reported find-

ings. Further work is necessary to resolve these issues, but the research will be
repetitious and unproductive unless it deals with and overcomes certain problems,

New resettch shoulefollow a theoretical framework tieing t*,avioral relation-
ships underlying the supply and demand aspect, of education. Als, appropriate data
sets, including information on capital and labor inputs and quality of inputs and
outputs, must be available. And analysis of schools or school districtsinust be
geared to the'questions being asked. Usually, school data is better for examining
the actual provision of education and school district dka is bettar for evaluatihg
overall administrative costs.

' Size-economies results mUst be aiplied cautiously, and with full recognition of
the unique charaoteristics of each place, because considerations other than our
finding'that, size-economies exiut ere vital to determining the potential,savings to
be derived from size-ecOnomies.

-

The existing size of schools or sehoól districts is also an important considera-
tion. The school or district may already be at its low-cost size., or it may be too

CT tow small., However, many nonsize-related factors, such as breadth of cur-
riculum, quality of education to be provided, and density of'the student population,
will affect the size and degree of economies.

Operating a relatively large school or school system-is likely to be cost-saving
wheParoed course offerings are made available, When populations are fairly dense,
and. When new-capital expenditures are to beundertaken (the building of new schools).,,
Other circumstances, such as low Student population,densities or substantiai invest.T
ment of capital are likely to rield less savings for larger schools or school dis-
tricts.
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